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Summary. Strong convergence estimates for pseudospectral methods applied to ordinary 
boundary value problems are derived. The results are also used for a convergence analysis 
of the Schwarz algorithm (a special domain decomposition technique). Different types of 
nodes (Chebyshev, Legendre nodes) are examined and compared. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We give strong convergence estimates (in C[a,6]) for pseudospectral (or colloca-
tion) methods applied to ordinary boundary value problems. The results are also 
used for a convergence analysis of the Schwarz algorithm which in complicated do-
mains consists in resorting to a domain decomposition technique. 
Our considerations follow the ideas of Vainikko [20], [21] and Witsch [24]. We go 
back to the investigation of the projection operator of the collocation method. If 
the space of the projection operators consists of global polynomials the projection 
operator coincides with the interpolation operator. For its norm in C[a) b]—known 
as the Lebesgue constant—many estimates dependent on the type of nodes can be 
found in literature (see Brutman [1], Ehlich and Zeller [19], Natanson [12], Powel 
[13], Rivlin [14]). This treatment directly allows a comparison of different types of 
nodes. 
In the last few years spectral methods have become of great interest (see, e.g., 
Canuto et al. [2], [3], [4], [5]). In order to employ Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT's) 
they usually used the extrema of the Chebyshev polynomials as collocation points. 
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We show that in the strong estimates nearly a factor N (N = number of nodes) is 
gained by choosing the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomials. 
Furthermore, we explain how FFT's can successfully be applied to these nodes. 
Hence we have found an attractive alterative to the common method. 
The Schwarz algorithm [17] was already examined by Canuto et al. [6] for spectral 
(Legendre- and Chebyshev-) Galerkin methods. We give convergence estimates for 
pseudospectral methods with different types of nodes. The Schwarz alternating pro-
cedure is based on the decomposition of the domain into everlapping regions, coupled 
with an interactive solution procedure alternating over the subdomains. The pur-
pose of this strategy is to retain the computational efficiency of spectral methods 
in each simple domain. Clearly, the Schwarz method is more relevant in the two-
dimensional case. But the one-dimensional analysis yields a good prediction for the 
convergence behaviour in the case of two overlapping rectangles (see also [6]). Fast 
Fourier Transforms are available on each sub domain and the high accuracy of the 
method is retained. Recently the method has gained new popularity since it can 
easily be implemented in a parallel way (see Rodrigue et al. [15], [16]). 
In Sect. 2 we give some general convergence estimates which depend on the norm 
of the projection operator and the approximation error. A further investigation 
of the projection operator is attained by an argument of compact perturbations. 
Using concrete estimates for the Lebesgue constants (Sect. 3) and the approximation 
error (Sect. 4) we derive concrete convergence results. The case of inhomogeneous 
boundary conditions is also treated. In Sect. 5 we adopt our analysis to the Schwarz 
algorithm. Finally, in Sect. 6 we present numerical results for an example with a 
smooth solution which show the high accuracy of spectral methods as compared to 
finite difference methods. 
2 . PSEUDOSPECTRAL METHOD, CONVERGENCE ESTIMATES 
We consider ordinary boundary value problems, given as 
A r - l 
(2.1) Lu^uW + J^ajU^^f on (a,6), 
i=o 
* - i 
Bi[u] = ] T (aijuU\a) + /?;,;u(i)(&)) = 0 (i = 1, . . . , *), 
where [10') denotes the j - th derivative and aj , / £ C[a,6], a,-j, ftij G R. Let L be 
defined on 
D={ueCk[a,b]:Bi[u] = (i (j = 1,. . . , * ) } . 
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In the following we assume that L: D —> C[a,6] is non-singular. Let UN denote an 
N-dimensional subspace of D and let Xj £ (a, b) (j = 1 , . . . , N) be given nodes such 
that 
(2.2) uN£UNy LuN(Xj) = 0(j= 1,...,N) = • t i n = 0 . 
uN £ UN is called the approximation of the pseudospectral (or collocation) method 
for problem (2.1) iff 
(2.3) (LuN)(Xj) = f(Xj) (i = l , . . . , N ) . 
For VN = LUN the corresponding projection operator PN: C[a} b] —• VN is for each 
v £ C[a, 6] defined by 
(2.4) PNv(Xj) = v(Xj) (i = l , . . . , N ) . 
Now the approximation tijv can also be interpreted as the solution of LuN = PNf. 
We remark that we consider more general differential equations than those treated 
by Canuto et al. [3], [4]. The above normalization (highest coefficient is equal to one) 
can easily be obtained by dividing through the highest coefficient, which is always 
supposed to be positive. Now the introduction of interpolation operators (as done in 
[3], [4]) for evaluating the derivatives of the coefficient functions is no longer needed. 
We always suppose that uN and PN exist and are unique. This can often be shown 
by means of the perturbation results. We now introduce a nonnegative integrable 
function u> define in [a, b] and satisfying 
(2.5) f-Tl<™< 
Ja "it) 
Let L2,w(a, b) denote the space of all square integrable functions with respect to the 
weight function UJ. Further let C5[a,6], s E R, s ^ 0 denote the space of functions 
with uniformly continuous derivatives up to order [5], and the [s]-th derivative is 
required to be Holder-continuous with exponent s — [«], i.e. 
< 0 0 . 
The norm on C'[a, b], s g N U {0}, s ^ 0 is given by 
| H | c . M ] = ma X {ma X { | U (
1 ) (x ) | : a ; e [a ) 6] ; l = 0 ) . . . ) W } ) [u
( W )]._[,]}• 
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The following'error estimates describe the approximation error of / in VN, i.e. 
EN(f,C[a,&]) = inf { | | / - /jvlld.,1]: / * € M -
Theorem 1. Let u & D denote the unique solution of (2.1). Condition (2.2) is 
fulfilled. Then uNj PN are uniquely determined and the following error estimates 
hold: 
\\LuN - f\\C[atb) $S (1 + l|Pjv||c[a,»HC[a,6])-5jv(/,C[a,6]), 
\\LuN - /Ik^,,) ^ f ( J ^ O d a ^ ^ I l P ^ 
The error t* — tijvr is bounded by 
\\UN - U||c*[a,i] ^ lo\\LuN - /||c[a,ft], 
\\UN - U||e*-i[a,*] ^ 7l\\LuN - /||L-.-(a,&). 
with positive constants JQ, 71 independent ofN. 
In particular, we conclude that LuN —• / , ujv —> u iff 
\\PN\\c[a,b)-+cia,h)EN(f, C[a, b]) - 0 or. 
\\PN\\cia,b)-+L>>»{a,b)EN(f, C[a, b]) - 0 for N - • 00. 
P r o o f . Prom Lti = / and Ltijv = PNf we deduce 
L(u-uN) = (I-PN)f 
= (I - PN)(f - fN) for/jvGVjv. 
The estimates for the defect are now straightforward. The estimates for u — uN follow 
by means of the representation by Green's function (see Collatz [7] and Vainikko [20]). 
D 
Results about compact perturbations (see Witsch [24], Theorem 2.5) allow further 
investigation of the projection operators PN. For this reason we decompose the 
operator L into the form 
L = L + L, 
where L = u^ and L = L — L. 
We assume that L, L: D —• C[a,6] are invertible. 
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Using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem [11] we deduce that LL~l: C[a, b] —• C[a,b] and 
LL~~X: L2jW(a, b) —• C[a, 6] (a? as in (2.5)) are compact. Let PN denote the projection 
operator belonging to L. In order to shorten the following explanations we introduce 
the abbreviation V for V = C[a} b] or V = L
2 '"(a, b). 
Theorem 2. Let L, L: D -* C[a,b] he invertihle and let condition (2.2) be true 
for L. Assume that J — PN (weakly) converges on LL~
1(V) to zero, i.e. for all 
feiL-x(V): \ 
H ( / - P j v ) / l k - + 0 for N~+oo. 
Then for sufficiently large N the projections PN are also uniquely determined and 
we get the estimate 
\\PN\\c[a,b]-+V ^ CAr||Pjv||c[a,»J-fV 
where cN —• 1 for N —• oo. • 
P r o o f . A proof of the above result in a more general situation is given in [24, 
Theorem 2.5]. From there it becomes clear that the projection PN exists and is 
unique if 
L + PNL = ( / - ( ! - PN)LL~
X)L 
is invertible, and it is then given by 
PN = L(L + PNL)--PN = ( / - ( / - PN)LL-
xylPN. 
In particular, the condition 
0N = \\(I-PN)LL-
x\\v->v<l 
is sufficient for this to hold, and we get the estimate 
II^JVIIGMHV ^ 1 _ # \\PN\\c[atb]-+V-
By a result from functional analysis (see Gelfand [11, Th. 3 (1.IX)]) it follows that 
weakly convergent operators (on compact sets) are uniformly convergent, i.e., fiN —• 0 
for N —• oo. The constants cN can now be defined as cN = T~jfJ~ --+ 1 (N —+ oo) 
and this concludes the proof. • 
R e m a r k s , (i) We get an estimate of the form 
||PIv||c[a,6HK ^ J — HPiVllcfa^HV 
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if we merely require that 
||(J - PN)LL~1\\V-+V ^ q < 1 for sufficiently large N. 
This means that the perturbation only has to be sufficiently small, 
(ii) If in Theorem 2 we further require that 
||(7 - PN)LL-
1\\v-.v • HPjvllcMHV - 0, 
then it also follows that 
\\PN - PN\\c[afb]-+v-+0 f o rN -+oo . 
In order to show the weak convergence of PN to J it is sufficient tc show that for all 
f€LL~l(V) 
(2.6) \\PN\\c[*^vEN(f> C[a, b]) -> 0 for N - oo, 
where £jv(/, C[a, b]) = inf {||/ — /jv||c[a,&]: /jv G LUjv}. In what follow we derive 
concrete results in the case of 
UN = QN = {PN ' PN algebraic polynomial of degree ^ N -f k — 1 
satisfying Bi\pN] = 0 (i = 1 , . . . , k)}. 
If L is invertible we deduce that PN = IÎ v where IIjv denotes the interpolation 
operator which maps into 
PJV-I = {PN> PN algebraic polynomial of degree -̂  N — 1}. For some typical 
distributions of nodes we give the norms of IIJV in the next section. 
3. NORMS OF INTERPOLATION OPERATORS 
At the beginning we consider 
||n/v||c[a,6]-vL-.-(a,6). 
Let {u>i: ui polynomial of degree 1} denote a system of polynomials which are or-
thogonal relative to the inner product ( , )w on [a, 6]. It is known that the 1 zeros 
of u\ are simple and lie in (a, b) (see Szego [18]). Using this notation we obtain 
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Lemma I . If the nodes X{ (i = 1, . . . , N) are the zeros ofuN then 
\\n>N\\c[atb]-L*'«(atb) = f / ^ (x )dx j . 
P r o o f . Using the interpolation formula of Lagrange we get 
N 
JlNu = ] T u(xs)/fj
N) for w e C[a, 6], 
i - i 
where £j ' denotes the j - th Lagrange factor, given by 
; ' U > J V ( * J ) ( * - X J ) ' 
As shown in the Lemma of Grunwald and Turan [12, §2] the polynomials £\ ' and 
£j are orthogonal with respect to ( , ) w . Hence we get 
linjHI2,..- = _ > ( * ; ) l 2 ["u{x)$N){*))2dx 
i=i Ja 
< (E/wW(Cw)2^)lHlcM] 
= [jf (^^(^(E^^-^^IHICM] 
= (j['w(*)d«)ll«ll?r[a,»] 
We have used the orthogonality of ^ and J 2 j _ i 4 *' 
For u = 1 equality is attained and this concludes the proof. • 
For example, in the case a = — 1, b = 1, u>(:r) = (1 — x2)""1/2 with the Chebyshev 
nodes 




We now consider norms of the type 
l|n.tf||c[a,»]--+C[a.»]-
Here we fix a = —1, b = 1 and briefly write XN instead of ||IIjv||c[-lA]->c[-i,i]- ^
n ^ e 
literature the constants XN are often called the Lebesgue constants. First, Natanson 
[12] gave quite rough estimates for XN which have been improved by Brutman [1], 
Ehlich and Zeller [10], Powel [13] and Rivlin [14]. It is known that the constants XN 
grow logarithmically; Brutman [1, ineq. (4.1)] present a quite sharp lower bound, 
XN> - mN + 0.5212. 
ft \ 
We now want to give upper bounds for XN for different types of nodes. For this 
purpose we introduce the extreme of the Chebyshev polynomials (without ±1) 
(3.2) X i = c o s ( ^
V
+ l ) (j = l,...,N). 
In connection with spectral methods [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 25, 26] this type of grid is recom-
mended with N + 1 equal to a power of 2. Then fast cosine transforms based on real 
FFT's are available and can be efficiently employed for solving the linear spectral 
systems. Above all for system arising from elliptic equations this aspect is of great 
interest (see Zang et al. [25], [26]). 
Upper bounds for different nodes are 
- zeros of Wiv (see [12, Chap. Ill, §2, Th. 1]): 
A j v ^ K N , where K = ( f u(x)dx/(2Q) J , u(x) > Q > 0 on [-1,1], 
- Legendre nodes (see [12]): 
XN ^ CVN, C > 0 independent of N. 
- Chebyshev nodes (3.1) (see [14]): 
XN^ - lnN + 1. 
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- Chebyshev nodes (3.2) (see [1, eq. (47)]: 
XN = N. 
For the Chebyshev nodes (3.2) where the endpoints ±1 are added a logarithmic 
estimate also exists. But for collocation on (—1,1) this bound is not relevant. Fur-
thermore, for equidistant collocation points the Lebesgue constants increase expo-
nentially fast. 
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In particular, the results show that for estimates in C[—1, 1], the Chebyshev nodes 
(3.1) yield a higher accuracy than the nodes (3.2). Obviously, the nodes (3.1) also 
admit a fast computation of truncated Chebyshev series using FFT's. This can be 
achieved by means of a fast cosine and sine transform. Hence the computational effort 
is twice as high as for the nodes (3.2) but still increases logarithmically. Because of 
the higher accuracy the nodes (3.1) yield an attractive alternative to the nodes (3.2). 
For completeness we give in Appendix a stable version of the fast cosine transform 
(see also Temperton [19] for the fast sine transform). 
4 . APPROXIMATION ERROR, CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
We consider the approximation property of PN for a given function / £ C[ay 6], i.e. 
EN{f,C[a,b]) = mi{\\f-pN\\C[atb]'PN € Pjv}. For / € C ' M ] , s £ N Jackson's 
theorems can be applied. A generalization for s £ R, s ^ 0 was given by Witsch [23^ 
Lemma 3.4]: 
Lemma 2. Let s £ R, s ^> 0 be a given constant. Then there exists a positive 
constant K = K(s) independent of N such that for f £ Cs[a,b] 
EN(f'C[a,b])^K\\f\\c.[a,b]N-'. 
If s ^ 1 then there exists a polynomial pjy £ PN with 
\\f-PN\\clatb]^K\\f\\c.[a)b]N"\ 
Ifs = 0 then EN(C[a,b]) -+ 0 for N -> oo. 
For the proof Witsch introduces an approximation operator which is constructed 
according to an idea of De Vore [9]. By using the smoothness assumptions on 
the coefficient functions a, similar approximation estimates are also available for 
I£/v(/, C[ay b]). The result for s = 0 is due to the theorem of Weierstrass. 
Summarizing the above results, we derive for UN = QN and different types of 
nodes the following convergence estimates: 
Theorem 3. Let L, L: D —> C[a,6] be invertible and let u £ D be the unique 
solution of (2.1). Tien for sufficiently large N, the pseudospectral approximation 
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UN 6 QN is uniquely determined, and the following error estimates hold: 
- zeros of othogonal polynomials, Chebyshev nodes (3.2) 
if "ak-i = 0" or wa*_i sufficiently small" 
andaj GC1 + €[a,6], e>0 
\WN - u\\c>[a,b] ^ K1NEN(fiC[a,b]); 
- Legendre nodes ifaj £ Cll2+*[a,b], e > 0 
\WN - u| |c*M] ^ K2VNEN(ftC[atb])i 
- Chebyshev nodes (3.1) if ay € C*[a,6], e > 0 
11**- t i l l e r ^ K3ln(N)^jv(/,C[a,6]). 
Wifciioufc any further assumption on QJ 6 C[a,6] we get 
\\LuN - /|U-,»(a,6) ^ if4^iv(/,C[a,6]) 
and 
llitijv - /| |c*-i[.,i] < - ^ 5 ^ ( / , C [ a , 6 ] ) . 
K\, ..., K§ denote positive constants independent ofN. 
P r o o f , The smoothness assumptions on aj are an immediate consequence of 
(2.6) and Theorem 2. For estimates in L2,Uf(a,b) we do not need similar conditions 
since the projection operators are now uniformly bounded. • 
We consider problems with inhomogeneous boundary conditions, given as 
(4.1) Lu = f on (a, 6) 
Bi[u] = n (t = l, . . . ,fc) 
where L, Bi, f are defined as in (2.1) and rt- € R are constants. We reduce the 
investigation of (4.1) to a problem with homogeneous boundary conditions. Let 
u1 E C*[a,6] be given, satisfying 
(4.2) J3.V] = r. (t = l , . . . , fc). 
It is obvious that (4.2) can be fulfilled, e.g., by a polynomial of degree ^ k — 1. Using 
v = u1 — u, problem (4.1) is equivalent to 
(4.3) Lv^f-Lu1 on (a, 6), 
Bi[v} = 0 (i = l , . . . , * ) 
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If t;j\t denotes the pseudospectral approximation of (4.3) then u^ = u1 -f t>jv is the 
pseudospectral approximation of (4.1) and we get the estimate 
70lWuN - t*||C*M] ^ W
LuN - fWc[atb] 
^ (1 + | |Pjv| |c[MHciM])^(/ - I t i \ C M ] ) . 
Different from the estimate in Theorem 1, the approximation error is now taken for 
/ — Lu1 instead of / . If u1 is a polynomial then / — Lu1 has the same smoothness 
properties as / and the order of convergence is the same as for problem (2.1). 
5. THE SCHWARZ ALGORITHM 
We consider the Schwarz algorithm for the pseudospectral approximation of the 
following simple problem (see Canuto et al. [6]): 
(5.1) Lti = -ti" = / o n n = ( - l , l ) , 
u ( - l ) = u(l) = 0. 
In order to explain the algorithm we decompose il into two overlapping intervals, 
given as 
fii = (-1,/?), Q2 = (a, 1) for - 1 < a < /? < 1. 
We introduce the spaces 
U& = {u e C 2 (0 t ) : t*(-l) = 0 (i = 1) or ti(l) = 0 (•' = 2)}, i = 1,2. 
Let Xj ' and x^ (j = 1, . . . , N) denote the collocation nodes in Qi and 02> respec-
tively. 
Furthermore, we introduce the following subspaces of l/M; 
u$ = v®npN+u i = if2. 
Now we are able to show how the discrete pseudospectral Schwarz algorithm can be 
applied to problem (5.1). Given an arbitrary initial function tijy G U^ we construct 
sequences u2^*1 £ Uffi and u$ G U$ as follows: 
(5.2) Lu%(xf) = f(xf) (i = l,...,N), 
t#(-i) = o, uM = i#-lV), 
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and 
(5.3) £«ivn+1(42)) = / O V = 1. • • •. N), 
«5"+1(l) = 0, «#+1(a) = «£(«). 
It is quite easy to prove that the discrete Schwarz algorithm yields convergent se-
quences (for n —• oo). 
Theorem 4. Let N ^ 2 and let u% G C # \ « £ + - 6 tl^2) be defined as in (5.2), 
(5.3). Then there exist polynomials u$ E U%\ t = 1,2 satisfyii-g f / J V ) = ^ ( / J ) , 
u)/(ot) = tijy (or) such that 
I K - "^llc^no + ll«.Vn+1" «i?llc-(fi-) < cr. 
where C is a positive constant and k = j i ^ y z f < 1-
P r o o f . For the proof we introduce polynomials 
,,,2n __ _,2n+2 ,.2n - l l2n+1 _ „2n+3 „2n+l WN ~UN "" UN i ™AT - UjV "" ĴV * 
Since _ u # = 0, t i r ^ - l ) = 0 and L u # + 1 s 0, ti#-+-(l) = 0 we get 
«#(«) = (1 + Pr'wftmi + c) and 
Further we have 
K(/?)l = K ^ W I = \~\w$rl(*)\ and 
Kn+1(«)i=K»I=fri'^^i = }!^^Kn"V)i-
Hence |«#+ 1(<*)| ^ k\v#-\a)\, k < 1 and | | « # + 1 | | c ( „ 3 ) = |«#
+1(<*)| - 0 (n -
oo). Since | | ^ ^ n + 1 | | c ( n a ) < (1 - « ) -
1 | | ^ n + 1 | l c (n 3 ) and ^ « #
+ 1 = 0 it easily 
follows that tx^n+1 forms a Cauchy sequence in C 2 ^ ) . Therefore there exists a 
unique polynomial t i ) / £ E/jy such that t i ^ + 1 —» n } / in C2(C!-2). Using this result 
we conclude that 
\\<+1 - «.v2)llc>(n,) ^ Co £ l K
n + 1 | | c ( f i a ) ^ Ci*
n 
m^n 
with positive constants Co,Ci. A similar argument holds for u]? £ U# and the 
theorem is proved. D 
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Now it remains to show that the discrete approximations uy € U^ converge to 
u in C2(fii) for i = 1,2. Then we obtain 
Theo rem 5. Let u be the solution of (5.1) for f € C*(0). O 0. Then for the 




where ci, C2 are positive constants and fc = ji^f-pf < *• *N denotes the maximum 
of \\Ktf\\c(iii)~>c((li)> f = : 1>2. Here 11^ is the interpolation operator on flt relative 
to -Cj (i = 1, . . . , N). If the nodes Xj are those of Theorem 3 transformed to fi,-
we get the following asymptotic behaviour of Ujy; 
- zeros of orthogonal polynomials: TTJV = 0(N) 
- Chebyshev nodes (3.2); TTJV = 0(N) 
- Legendre nodes: WN = 0(\/N) 
- Chebyshev nodes (3.1); Trjy = O(lnN) 
P r o o f . The approximations u^ and u^ are given as 
«g>(«) = (i+nr^Wmi+X)+fig>(«), 
«g>(«) = (1 - a)"1«g>(a)(l - «) + «g>(«), 
where ti]y-, ti]y 6 PJV+I satisfy 
I«g>(x<1)) = /(«</>) (j = 1 /Y), «g>(- l ) = «g>(/?) = 0, 
Lfig>(«f>) = /(«</>) (j = l , . . . , TV), «g>(l) = «g>(«) = 0. 
Because of the identity 
(5.4) u(x) - «g>(«) = («(c) - (1 - « ) - !« (« ) ( ! - «)) - «g>(x) 
+ (1 - «) - ! («(«) - « g > ( a ) ) ( l - c ) 
we derive using Theorem 3 and Lemma 2 
WW - «g)(/̂ )l ^ cnriviv-||/|lc.(fl) + j r | l« («) - «$(«)!• 
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By the same argument we get 
|u(a) - u£>(a)| ^ C2*NN-\\f\\c.m + \^HP) - «%\(t)\. 
Since k < 1 we obtain 
|u(a) - uN\a)\ sj C3irNN-'\\f\\c.(fi). 
Inserting this result into equation (5.4) we get the estimate 
llw-f^llc^j^c-^Ar-'ii/n,.^. 
A similar estimate holds for ||ti — uN Wctfa )• Using the result of Theorem 4 and the 
triangle inequality we conclude the proof. D 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Here we consider the boundary value problem 
lu = u" - e V = / in (-1,1) , 
u ( - l ) = w(l) = 0. 
where the exact solution is given by u(x) = sin(rca;) and / = Lu. We compare 
our pseudospectral method with the second and the fourth order finite difference 
(FD) methods. The pseudospectral approximation UJM is determined by using the 
Chebyshev nodes (3.2). For the FD discretization we use equidistant nodes x, = 
—1 + ih} h = ]^xf, * = 1) • •) -V« For the second order FD method we employ the 
following stencils: 
(FD2) u ' ~ ^ [ - 1 0 1 ] u , u " ~ p [ l - 2 1 ] u . 
The FD2 approximation is denoted by u\. 
For the fourth order FD method (FD4) we employ the above stencils at the points 
next to the boundary while at the other inner points we use 
(FD4) u' ~ Y ^ [ 1 - 808 - l]ti, u" ~ j ^ j h l 16 - 3016 - l]ti. 
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The FD4 approximation is written as u\. 
For measuring the error we further introduce the discrete L2-norm given by 
* 2 = 
N 
7ÑĄЂЛ"У 
Now we define the following discretization errors: 
K2 = ||u - u\\\2, E4 = \\u - u\\\2, Esp = ||u - uN\\2. 
The numerical results for E2) £4, E8p are presented in Table I. They show the second 
and fourth order accuracy of the methods FD2 and FD4. For the pseudospectral 
method we observe a spectral accuracy where the error decay is exponentially fast. 
The results substantiate the usefulness of spectral methods. 
N + 1 E2 EA Etp 
8 
16 
1.29 Ю- 1 
3.12 Ю- 2 
3.51 • 10" 2 
4.52 • 10~3 
4.17 Ю" 4 
7.53 • 10- 1 2 
Table L Errors E2) E4 and F* sp-





E 7*771 . . x 
ancos— 0 = ! , . . . , JV), n=0 
N 
ZJ = £ 6 n S І n " 7 Г 0' = if-t-V). 
n = 0 
by means of real FFT's. 
Cooley et al. [8] proposed an algorithm for the fast sine and cosine transform. For 
the fast sine transform it was already observed by Temperton [19] that this version is 
not very stable against round-off errors. The reason is that factors (1/sin ^ ) (j = 1, 
..., N — 1) appear which strongly propagate the errors for j near 1 and N — 1. This 
is avoided in the "inverse" form which is given here for the cosine transform (A.l): 
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1. Calculation of 6n: 
60 = 00 + «ІNГ, 
Ьn = í
0*- + a-V-n) - sin — (an - flř^n), n = 1,..., N - 1, 
2. Real Fast Fourier Transform for the evaluation of 
J V - l 





XГ = ž^6n cos " 1 7 " J ~ ' * * *5 ^ s 
n = 0 
JV-1 ^ . 
І = Z ^ 6 л S І n " l ř íoгj = 1, ...,|ІV- 1. 
#0 = XiV/2 = 0-
3. Calculation of y j (j = 1, . . . , N): 
y2j~xf for j = l , . . . , i N , 
y2j+i = y2j-i + 4 for i = 1 , . . . , | N - 1 
with yi = J3n=o G n cos ~~ calculated, e.g., by Clenshaw recursion [22, p. 108]. 
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